Culture and the Human Experience

ANTH 1010-001 (BF)
Tuesday/Thursday, 12:25-1:45PM
3 credits
readings & discussions in English

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course will introduce the concept of culture as a framework for understanding similarities and differences in behavior and values in human societies.

INSTRUCTOR
Dr. Shane Macfarlan
shane.macfarlan@anthro.utah.edu

For more information, visit our website:
https://ias.utah.edu/language/clac.php

Spanish CLAC Section
ANTH 4950-022
Instructor: Blanca Yagüe
blanca.yague@utah.edu
Class time: TBA
1 credit course

What is a CLAC Section?
In this compact one-hour-a-week class, you will discuss in Spanish, short selections of essays/articles linked to ANTH 1010.

Who can take the course?
Anyone enrolled in ANTH 1010, whose Spanish speaking skills are at the intermediate level or higher, and who would like more opportunities to communicate in Spanish.